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Abstract
This paper explores the role of voice quality in the communication of emotions, moods and attitudes. ListenersÕ
reactions to an utterance synthesised with seven diﬀerent voice qualities were elicited in terms of pairs of opposing
aﬀective attributes. The voice qualities included harsh voice, tense voice, modal voice, breathy voice, whispery voice,
creaky voice and lax–creaky voice. These were synthesised using a formant synthesiser, and the voice source parameter
settings were guided by prior analytic studies as well as auditory judgements. Results oﬀer support for some past
observations on the association of voice quality and aﬀect, and suggest a number of reﬁnements in some cases. ListenersÕ ratings further suggest that these qualities are considerably more eﬀective in signalling milder aﬀective states than
the strong emotions. It is clear that there is no one-to-one mapping between voice quality and aﬀect: rather a given
quality tends to be associated with a cluster of aﬀective attributes.
Ó 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The present paper focuses on the role that voice
quality plays in the signalling of speaker aﬀect,
broadly deﬁned to include aspects of speaker attitude, mood, emotion, etc. The experiments described are very exploratory in nature and part
of ongoing research on voice source variation in
speech and on its function in communicating paralinguistic, linguistic and extralinguistic information. As part of this endeavour, we have been
working towards the provision of acoustic descriptions of individual voice qualities (e.g., Gobl,
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1989; Gobl and Nı Chasaide, 1992; Nı Chasaide
and Gobl, 1995). Although the work has been
mainly analytic, synthesis has been used to test and
ﬁne-tune our descriptions, and further to explore
how individual source parameters or combinations
of them may cue particular voice qualities (e.g.,
Gobl and Nı Chasaide, 1999a).
Growing out of this work, in the present study,
listenersÕ responses were elicited for the aﬀective
colouring of synthetic stimuli diﬀering in terms of
voice quality. This allows us to demonstrate in the
ﬁrst instance some of the kinds of aﬀective colouring that can be achieved through synthesis.
Insofar as our synthetic stimuli approximate to the
human qualities they were meant to capture, we
hope ultimately to shed light on the role of different voice qualities in the human communication
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of aﬀect. By focussing on voice quality in this experiment, the aims were: ﬁrstly, to demonstrate
whether and to what extent voice quality diﬀerences such as these can alone evoke distinct aﬀective colourings, as has traditionally been assumed
by phoneticians; secondly, to see to what extent
results can lend support to past assumptions concerning the aﬀective mapping of individual qualities and help clarify where rather contradictory
claims have been made. A third objective is to
provide a framework for subsequent exploration
of how voice quality combines with f0 , and ultimately with the other known acoustic and temporal features that are involved in the expression
of aﬀect.
To date, research on the vocal expression of
emotion has demonstrated that many features may
be involved. Whereas there has tended to be an
overwhelming focus on pitch variables (especially
f0 level, and range, but also the pitch contour and
the amount of jitter) many studies have included
the investigation of speech rate and intensity differences (Scherer, 1981, 1986, 1989; Mozziconacci,
1995, 1998; Stibbard, 2000; Williams and Stevens,
1972; Carlson et al., 1992). Other features may
play a role, such as pausing structure (see, for
example, Cahn, 1990a,b), segmental features,
particularly those that relate to the precision of
supraglottal articulation (Kienast et al., 1999;
Laukkanen et al., 1996; Scherer, 1986; Carlson
et al., 1992) or even rather ﬁne grained durational
eﬀects such as the duration of accented and unaccented syllables (Mozziconacci, 1998). When
present, extralinguistic interjections such as sighs,
cries, inhalations (Scherer, 1994; Schr€
oder, 2000)
can provide powerful indications of the speakerÕs
emotion. Comprehensive studies dealing particularly with f0 variation, intensity, timing and spectral information have been carried out by Scherer
and co-researchers over more than two decades.
Useful overviews of empirical studies in this area
can be found in (Scherer, 1986, 1989; Kappas et al.,
1991; Frick, 1985; Murray and Arnott, 1993).
Although many researchers tend to stress its
fundamental importance, relatively little is known
about the role of voice quality in communicating
aﬀect. As pointed out by Scherer (1986) the tendency has been to concentrate on those parameters

that are relatively easy to measure, such as f0 ,
intensity and timing, whereas voice quality has
been neglected, relatively speaking, because of the
methodological and conceptualisation diﬃculties
involved (see Section 2). Scherer (1986) further
asserts that ‘‘although fundamental frequency parameters (related to pitch) are undoubtedly important in the vocal expression of emotion, the key
to the vocal diﬀerentiation of discrete emotions
seems to be voice quality’’. Experimental support
for the basic importance of voice quality can be
found in experiments by Scherer et al. (1984),
where diﬀerent degradation or masking procedures
were applied to spoken utterances as a way of
masking features of intonation, voice quality and
verbal content. ListenerÕs evaluations of aﬀect
appeared to be primarily determined by voice
quality cues, relatively independent of distortions
in f0 cues or presence/absence of identiﬁable verbal
content.
Although there have been source analyses of
diﬀerent voice qualities in the literature (see, for
example, Alku and Vilkman, 1996; Childers and
Lee, 1991; Gobl, 1989; Gobl and Nı Chasaide,
1992; Lee and Childers, 1991; Price, 1989), very
few empirical studies have focussed on the voice
source correlates of aﬀective speech. Laukkanen
et al. (1996) studied variations in source parameters, sound pressure level (SPL) and intraoral
pressure related to stress and emotional state.
Their source data were obtained using the IAIF
iterative technique of inverse ﬁltering (Alku,
1992), and they found signiﬁcant variation in the
glottal wave, independent of f0 and SPL, for different emotional states. Angry speech was included in the study by Cummings and Clements
(1995) on styles of speech, which employed an
inverse ﬁltering technique based on that of Wong
et al. (1979). Some further source data for diﬀerent emotions, obtained by inverse ﬁltering based
on closed-phase covariance LPC, is reported by
Klasmeyer and Sendlmeier (1995). Johnstone and
Scherer (1999) present electroglottographic data
on glottal parameters, including irregularities in
fundamental period (jitter), for seven emotional
states. Alter et al. (1999) present examples of estimates of the noise component, in terms of measures of the harmonic-to-noise ratio, for diﬀerent
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emotional states. In spite of these contributions,
no clear picture emerges and our understanding of
the voice source correlates of aﬀect remains limited.
Much of what we know about the mapping of
voice quality to aﬀect has come in the form of
received wisdom, based on impressionistic phonetic observations. Some of these are summarised
by Laver (1980): breathy voice has been associated
with intimacy, whispery voice with conﬁdentiality,
harsh voice with anger and creaky voice with
boredom, for speakers of English at any rate.
From the way such traditional observations are
put, one would infer that a given voice quality is
associated with a particular aﬀect. On the basis of
predictions from hypothesised physiological correlates of speciﬁc emotions, and of observations in
a wide range of studies (mostly based on the relative strength of high versus low frequency energy
in the spectrum) Scherer (1986) suggests that tense
voice is associated with anger, joy and fear; and
that lax voice (at the phonatory level essentially
the same as breathy voice) is associated with
sadness. In a similar vein, Laukkanen et al. (1996)
have reported that in their data anger was characterised by low open quotient values of the
glottal ﬂow (suggesting a rather tense setting) and
that sadness, surprise and enthusiasm tended to
have high open quotient values, and low glottal
skew values, which would indicate a more breathy
setting. Not all researchers agree however on the
mapping between aﬀect and voice quality. On the
basis of a wide review of literature sources, Murray and Arnott (1993) suggest very diﬀerent associations: in their Table 1, breathy voice is
associated with both anger and happiness; sadness
is associated with a ÔresonantÕ voice quality, which
we would here interpret as a quality somewhere
along the modal to tense voice continuum. It is
hoped that the present study would shed some
light on the nature of these associations, providing
possible support for traditional assumptions, or
clarifying where there is clear disagreement in the
literature.
However scant the production literature, there
is even less information on perception aspects. In
experiments by Laukkanen et al. (1995, 1997), the
role of glottal parameters on the perception of
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emotion were studied by manipulations to a vocalic interval (recorded with diﬀerent emotions) so
as to neutralise the eﬀects of f0 , SPL and duration.
They concluded that the glottal source contributes to the perception of valence as well as vocal
eﬀort. They note, however, that the type of f0
manipulations used in their experiments may lead
to certain artefacts, and suggest that synthesis
would be a useful tool for further research in this
area.
Synthesis oﬀers in principle an ideal tool for
examining how individual features of the signal
contribute to the perception of aﬀect, as demonstrated by experiments on f0 and temporal
parameters (e.g., Carlson et al., 1992; Mozziconacci, 1998). The lack of empirical voice source
information presents a problem in the case of
voice quality. Nonetheless, there have been a
number of attempts to generate emotive synthetic
speech, through manipulation of a large number
of parameters, including voice quality. The work
by Cahn (1990a,b) and by Murray and Arnott
(1995) utilised the capabilities of DECtalk: in
these cases problems arise from the inherent limitations of the synthesis system, in that it did not
always provide adequate control of the desired
parameters.
The GLOVE system, described by Carlson et al.
(1991), oﬀers a potentially high level of control,
and in a study by Meurlinger (1997), the source
parameters of this system were exploited in an
attempt at generating synthetic speech with emotional overtones. Burkhardt and Sendlmeier (2000)
describe a synthesis system for the generation of
emotional speech, which uses the KLSYN88 synthesiser, which also allows direct control of many
voice source parameters. They report experiments
involving manipulations of f0 , tempo, voice quality and segmental features. As regards the voice
quality aspects of this work, they found that falsetto voice yielded a very good response for fear,
tense voice is associated with anger, falsetto and
breathy voice were weakly associated with sadness.
Results for boredom appeared uncertain: one experiment indicated some association with creaky
or with breathy voice, but a second experiment
concluded that these voice qualities reduced rather
than enhanced the percept. Unfortunately, details
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are not included concerning the source parameters
used, nor how they were controlled to generate
diﬀerent qualities.
Attempts to generate emotive speech have also
been made using concatenative synthesis, e.g., by
Murray et al. (2000). As these systems use prerecorded speech units, and permit very limited
control of source parameters other than f0 , they
are less relevant to this study. Note however
the approach adopted by Iida et al. (2000),
whereby recording multiple corpora with diﬀerent
emotional colourings provides an expanded database from which the concatenative units are
drawn.
Most past research carried out in the ﬁeld has
tended to focus on a small set of rather strong
emotions, such as anger, joy, sadness and fear.
Voice quality contributes greatly to the expressiveness of human speech, and signals to the listener not only information about such strong
emotions, but also about milder states, which we
might characterise as feelings, moods, and general
states of being. Furthermore, in an obviously related way, voice quality signals information concerning the speakerÕs attitude to the interlocutor,
the subject matter and the situation. In this study
we have tried to allow for as broad as possible a set
of aﬀective states, and therefore, the range of
possible aﬀective attributes for which responses
were elicited, included not only emotions (e.g.,
afraid, happy, angry, sad) but also attributes that
relate to speaker state and mood (e.g., relaxed,
stressed, bored) or speaker attitude (e.g., formal,
interested, friendly).
It is worth noting that a broad approach is also
potentially more useful for downstream technology applications. A major area of application of
this type of research is the provision of expressive
voice in speech synthesis. If one wants to aspire
to a synthesis that approximates how humans
employ their capacity to vary the tone-of-voice,
it makes little sense to begin by excluding much
of the subject of interest. The voice modiﬁcations most frequently sought in speciﬁc synthesis applications tend to be ones pertaining
to state, mood and attitude (e.g., relaxed,
friendly, polite, etc.), rather than to the ÔstrongÕ
emotions.

2. Voice quality and emotion: conceptual and
methodological problems
This area of research presents numerous diﬃculties. Some of these are general ones, and pertain also to any research on the vocal features of
aﬀect communication. A fundamental problem is
the lack of a widely accepted system for categorising aﬀective states, and the potential inadequacy of English language terms, such as angry
to represent emotional states (see discussion in
Scherer, 1986). Another major diﬃculty has been
that of obtaining emotionally coloured speech
data. These aspects have been widely aired in
the literature, and will not be discussed further
here.
The paucity of information on the role of voice
quality in communicating aﬀect reﬂects the very
speciﬁc additional diﬃculties that arise both at a
conceptual level in terms of deﬁning voice qualities, and at the methodological and technical level
in obtaining reliable measures of the voice source.
Firstly, most work on voice quality depends on the
use of impressionistic auditory labels such as
breathy, harsh, etc., which are rarely deﬁned. The
problem with impressionistic labels such as Ôharsh
voiceÕ is that they can mean diﬀerent things to
diﬀerent researchers. Thus, a given label may refer
to diﬀerent phenomena while diﬀerent labels may
be used to describe very similar phenomena, depending simply on the usersÕ understanding of the
term. The potential uncertainty can be illustrated
in terms of the discussion above on voice quality
correlates of emotion: where diﬀerent researchers
attribute very diﬀerent voice qualities to an emotion (e.g., anger is associated with tense voice in
Scherer, 1986 and with breathy voice in Murray
and Arnott, 1993) or the same voice quality to very
diﬀerent emotions, it begs the question as to
whether the implied diﬀerences/similarities actually
relate to voice quality phenomena or arise spuriously out of a diﬀerent understanding of the descriptive terms. And whereas one might expect
some degree of cross-researcher consensus on how
‘‘breathy voice’’ or ‘‘tense voice’’ might be interpreted, this is unlikely for many other terms (e.g.,
‘‘blaring’’ and ‘‘grumbled’’ in Murray and Arnott,
1993, Table 1).
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This is a problem that besets all research in the
area of voice quality, whether in normal or
pathological speech (see for example the discussion in Hammarberg, 1986), or whether it is based
on simple auditory/impressionistic or empirical
methods. Measurements of voice source parameters in diﬀerent emotions (as presented in some of
the studies mentioned below) can be very diﬃcult
to interpret meaningfully if they cannot be related
to the auditory impression as well as to the underlying production correlates and their spectral
consequences. Laver (1980) has proposed a classiﬁcation system, which is backed by physiological
and acoustic data where available, which provides,
in the words of Scherer (1986) ‘‘a coherent conceptual system’’ for voice quality research. In our
earlier analyses of voice quality as in the present
perceptual study, we have attempted to situate our
descriptions within LaverÕs frame of reference,
pointing out where we deviate from, or extend
LaverÕs usage (see descriptions in Section 3).
The other major problem in this area of research
is a methodological one, pertaining to the diﬃculty
of obtaining appropriate measures of the glottal
source. Direct, high ﬁdelity recordings of the
source signal would be very desirable. A technique
involving miniature pressure transducers (Cranen
and Boves, 1985; Kitzing and L€
ofqvist, 1975) inserted between the vocal folds could in principle
provide this. However, the procedure involved is
not only highly invasive, requiring a local anaesthetic, but may also encounter problems in transducer stability as well as possibly also interfering
with the vocal production. Given the practical
diﬃculties involved, it is not surprising that very
little source data have been obtained with this
technique.
Inverse ﬁltering of the oral airﬂow or of the
speech pressure waveform oﬀers a non-invasive
alternative. Speech production may be modelled as
the convolution of the source signal and the vocal
tract ﬁlter response. Inverse ﬁltering the speech
signal separates source and ﬁlter by cancelling the
eﬀects of the vocal tract, and the resulting signal
is an estimate of the source. However, inverse ﬁltering of the speech signal in order to separate
source and ﬁlter is inherently diﬃcult, as it is fundamentally an ill-posed problem. In decomposing
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the speech signal there are three basic elements:
source, ﬁlter and speech signal. As only one of
these is known (the speech signal), determining the
other two is in principle not possible. Only by
exploiting knowledge about the characteristics and
constraints of the source and of the ﬁlter in particular is it possible to identify the likely contribution of each to the speech signal, and thus to
separate the two.
Numerous fully automatic inverse ﬁltering algorithms have been developed, most of which are
based on some form of linear predictive analysis
(e.g., Alku, 1992; Alku and Vilkman, 1994; Chan
and Brookes, 1989; Ding et al., 1994; Fr€
ohlich
et al., 2001; Kasuya et al., 1999; Lee and Childers,
1991; Ljungqvist and Fujisaki, 1985; McKenna
and Isard, 1999; Strik et al., 1992; Talkin and
Rowley, 1990; Wong et al., 1979). These techniques have provided some useful information on
source behaviour (e.g., Alku and Vilkman, 1996;
Cummings and Clements, 1995; Laukkanen et al.,
1996, 1997; Olivera, 1997; Palmer and House,
1992; Strik and Boves, 1992). However, automatic
techniques tend to perform least well when there is
no true closed phase to the glottal cycle and where
automatic estimation of formant peaks is least
reliable, as is the case for many non-modal voice
qualities.
A further problem concerns how to eﬀectively
measure parameters from the glottal signal. There
is no single set of clearly deﬁned source parameters
that have been generally adopted, which makes
comparisons diﬃcult. Furthermore, estimating values for salient parameters from the inverse ﬁltered
signal typically involves some level of compromise,
as critical timing and amplitude events of the
glottal pulses are not always clear-cut. How to get
optimal measures from the inverse ﬁltered signal is
therefore often not self-evident.
In some techniques source and ﬁlter parameters
are estimated simultaneously (e.g., Fr€
ohlich et al.,
2001; Kasuya et al., 1999; Ljungqvist and Fujisaki,
1985), but often the parameters are measured
from the estimated source signal. This can be done
directly from the waveform, thus using only time
domain information, but more common is perhaps the technique of adjusting a parametric
source model in order to capture the characteristics
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of the glottal pulses obtained from the inverse ﬁltering.
The model matching technique has the advantage of allowing for both time and frequency domain optimisation of the parameters, as well as
providing suitable data for synthesis. However,
parameterising data in this way will to some extent
depend on the model used. Numerous source
models have been proposed in the literature (e.g.,
Ananthapadmanabha, 1984; Fant, 1979a,b, 1982;
Fant et al., 1985; Fujisaki and Ljungqvist, 1986;
Hedelin, 1984; Klatt and Klatt, 1990; Price, 1989;
Qi and Bi, 1994; Rosenberg, 1971; Rothenberg
et al., 1975; Schoentgen, 1993; Veldhuis, 1998).
However, the four-parameter LF model of diﬀerentiated glottal ﬂow (Fant et al., 1985) seems to be
emerging as the main model employed in analytic
studies. This model also beneﬁts from being incorporated within available synthesisers, such as
the KLSYN88 (Klatt and Klatt, 1990). It is clearly
an advantage if the same source model can be used
in both analysis and synthesis. In the present
study, this is the model used and it is also the
model we have hitherto used in our analyses of
voice source variation.
Several automatic procedures for model
matching exist. Some of them optimise the ﬁt in
the time domain (e.g., Jansen, 1990; Strik et al.,
1993; Strik and Boves, 1994) and others employ
frequency domain optimisation (e.g., Olivera,
1993). Some of the techniques have been evaluated
on synthesised speech, where they seem to perform
reasonably well. Nevertheless, obtaining robust
and fully reliable source estimates from natural
speech still seems to be a problem (Fr€
ohlich et al.,
2001). As with the automatic inverse ﬁltering
techniques, the problems are likely to be worse
again when dealing with non-modal voice qualities, particularly those with glottal pulse shapes
substantially diﬀerent from what can be generated
by the source model. Given the potential for producing large amounts of data, the problems of
robustness may, at least in part, be an explanation
for the surprisingly small body of source data on
diﬀerent voice qualities reported in the literature
using these automatic techniques.
Interactive manual techniques for inverse ﬁltering and parameterisation oﬀer a way of overcom-

ing the problem of robustness, but have their own
limitations (Carlson et al., 1991; Hunt et al., 1978;
Nı Chasaide et al., 1992; Gobl and Nı Chasaide,
1999b). Given that subjective judgements are involved, it requires considerable expertise and
knowledge on the part of the experimenter if results
are not to be spurious. Across highly experienced
experimenters, it seems that a high degree of consistency can be achieved (Scully, 1994). Similar
ﬁndings have also been reported by Hunt (1987).
The main limitation, however, of this technique is
that it is extremely time-consuming, and is thus
only suitable for the analysis of limited amounts
of data. Notwithstanding, micro-studies involving
such manual techniques have aﬀorded useful insights into inter- and intra-speaker voice source
variation (e.g., Fant, 1995; Gobl, 1988, 1989; Gobl
et al., 1995; Gobl and Nı Chasaide, 1992; Herteg
ard and Gauﬃn, 1991; Kane and Nı Chasaide,
1992; Karlsson, 1990, 1992; Karlsson and Liljencrants, 1996; Nı Chasaide and Gobl, 1993; Pierrehumbert, 1989; Scully et al., 1995).
Indirect techniques such as electro-glottography
(EGG) have been also used by, e.g., Johnstone and
Scherer (1999) and Laukkanen et al. (1996) and
can oﬀer many useful insights. But insofar as the
technique registers contact across the vocal folds,
data are diﬃcult to interpret when the vocal folds
do not meet or have reduced contact during the
ÔclosedÕ phase (see Laukkanen et al., 1996, for a
discussion on the diﬃculties with EGG in analysing source parameters, and for a comparison with
inverse ﬁltering).
Measures from the speech output spectrum can
provide useful insights into aspects of voice quality. For instance, the comparison of the amplitude
levels of H1 and F1 or of H1 and H2, have been
frequently used in the phonetics and linguistics
literature to make inferences on source behaviour.
Johnstone and Scherer (1999) have used these
types of measures speciﬁcally for the analysis of
voice quality and emotion. Note however that the
levels of the output spectrum reﬂect ﬁlter as well as
source characteristics, and thus measures are potentially problematic (for further discussion on
this, see Nı Chasaide and Gobl, 1997). The relative
balance of higher versus lower frequencies measured in the long term average spectrum can also
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be useful, particularly for diﬀerentiating voice
quality variation in the tense–lax dimension (see
observations of Scherer, 1986, also discussed
above). Although these measures are in themselves
useful, they provide only a gross indication of
what is a multifaceted phenomenon. Furthermore,
with regard to the synthesis of voice quality variation, they are not likely to be readily incorporated
into current synthesis systems.

3. Experimental procedure
As mentioned in Section 1, the purpose of the
experiment was to explore the role of voice quality
in the communication of emotions, moods and
attitudes, by testing listenersÕ reactions to an utterance synthesised with diﬀerent voice qualities.
The basic procedure involved the recording of a
natural utterance, which was analysed and parameterised in order to facilitate the resynthesis of
an utterance with modal voice quality. Parameter
settings for this synthetic stimulus were modiﬁed
to generate the six non-modal voice quality stimuli. The seven stimuli were then used in a set of
perception tests to elicit listenersÕ responses to the
aﬀective content of the stimuli.
3.1. Voice qualities
In this pilot experiment on the perceived aﬀective correlates of a selection of stimuli synthesised
with diﬀerent voice qualities, we tried as far as
possible to capture the characteristics of particular
targeted voice qualities. These included ﬁve qualities for which earlier analyses had been carried
out––modal (neutral) voice, tense voice, breathy
voice, whispery voice and creaky voice––and two
additional qualities––harsh voice and lax–creaky
voice.
The physiological correlates of voice quality
are described by Laver (1980) in terms of three
parameters of muscular tension: adductive tension
(the action of the interarytenoid muscles adducting
the arytenoids), medial compression (the adductive
force on the vocal processes adducting the ligamental glottis) and longitudinal tension (the tension
of the vocal folds themselves).
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In LaverÕs system, modal voice is characterised
as having overall moderate laryngeal tension.
Vocal fold vibration is eﬃcient and the ligamental
and the cartilaginous parts of the glottis are vibrating as a single unit. Tense voice is described as
having a higher degree of tension in the entire
vocal tract as compared to a neutral setting. At the
laryngeal level, adductive tension and medial
compression are thought to be particularly implicated. Breathy voice involves minimal laryngeal
tension. Vocal fold vibration is ineﬃcient and the
folds do not come fully together, resulting in audible frication noise. Whispery voice is characterised by low tension in the interarytenoid muscles,
but a fairly high medial compression, resulting in
a triangular opening of the cartilaginous glottis.
Laryngeal vibration is very ineﬃcient and is accompanied by a high degree of audible frication
noise.
Harsh voice involves very high tension settings.
To this extent it is essentially a variety of tense
voice, but may have more extreme settings. A deﬁning characteristic is that harsh voice tends to
have additional aperiodicity due to the very high
glottal tension. In the present experiment, as we
were interested to focus on the speciﬁc role of the
aperiodic component, we have only manipulated
this parameter, and retained the remaining source
parameter settings of tense voice.
Creaky voice is described as having high medial
compression and adductive tension, but low longitudinal tension. Because of the high adductive
tension, only the ligamental part of the glottis is
vibrating. The quality which is here termed Ôlax–
creakyÕ voice is not included in the system presented by Laver (1980), where creaky voice is
described as having rather high glottal tension
(medial compression and adductive tension). In
our descriptive work referred to earlier, it was indeed found that creaky voice has source parameter
values tending towards the tense. It was also our
auditory impression that creaky voice, as produced by the informant in question, did have a
rather tense quality. Yet, we are aware that creaky
voice can often sound quite lax in auditory impressionistic terms. It is for this reason that a lax–
creaky quality was included, which is essentially
based on breathy voice source settings but with
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reduced aspiration noise and with added creakiness. Although this lax–creaky voice quality to
some extent runs counter to the general thrust of
LaverÕs description for creaky voice, it is worth
noting that some of the sources he cites imply a
rather lax glottal setting (e.g., Monsen and Engebretson, 1977). Clearly more descriptive work on
creaky voice is required both at the physiological
and acoustic levels.
3.2. Speech material
The starting point for generating the synthetic
voice quality stimuli was a high quality recording
of a Swedish utterance, ‘‘ja adj€
o’’
, where
f0 peaks were located on the two stressed vowels.
This utterance should be semantically neutral to
our subjects, native speakers of Irish English who
do not speak Swedish. The male speakerÕs voice
was judged by the authors to be in reasonable
conformity with modal voice as described by
Laver (1980).
The recording was carried out in an anehoic
chamber, using a Br€
uel & Kjær condenser microphone at a distance of approximately 30 cm from
the speaker. The utterance was recorded on a
SONY F1 digital tape recorder, and no ﬁlters were
employed so as to avoid introducing phase
distortion. The recording was subsequently transferred to computer, digitised at 16 kHz sampling
frequency and 16 bit sample resolution. At this
point, the recording was high-pass ﬁltered in order
to remove any DC oﬀset of the zero-pressure line,
due to the inevitable intrusion of some inaudible
low frequency pressure ﬂuctuations into the anechoic chamber. The ﬁlter used was a third order
digital Butterworth ﬁlter with a cutoﬀ frequency
of 20 Hz, and to ensure phase linearity, the
speech signal was passed through this ﬁlter twice,
the second pass being time-reversed (i.e. starting with the last sample, ﬁnishing with the
ﬁrst).
3.3. Analysis
The analysis technique involved source ﬁlter
decomposition and source model matching using

the software system described in (Nı Chasaide
et al., 1992). This system incorporates automatic or
semi-automatic inverse ﬁltering based on closedphase covariance LPC. Further, optional, manual
interactive analysis can subsequently be carried
out if deemed necessary. As the amount of data
here was limited to one short utterance, all the 106
pulses of the utterance were inverse ﬁltered using
the interactive technique.
For this speaker there were 9 formants present
in the output, within the 8 kHz frequency range
determined by the sampling rate. Thus 9 antiresonances were used in the inverse ﬁlter to cancel
the ﬁltering eﬀect of the vocal tract.
The output of the inverse ﬁlter yields an estimate of the diﬀerentiated glottal ﬂow. From this
signal, data on salient source parameters were
obtained by matching a parametric voice source
model to the diﬀerentiated glottal ﬂow signal. As
mentioned in Section 2, the model we use is the
four-parameter LF model of diﬀerentiated glottal
ﬂow (Fant et al., 1985).
For similar reasons as for the inverse ﬁltering,
the ﬁtting of the LF model to the 106 glottal pulses
was done manually, using an interactive technique
which facilitates parameter optimisation in terms
of both time and frequency domain aspects of the
glottal pulse. As the objective here was to generate
good copy synthesis of the utterance, the disadvantages of the manual technique were of minor
importance.
On the basis of the modelled waveform the
principle parameters measured were EE, RA,
RG and RK, which are brieﬂy glossed here (for a
fuller description see, e.g., Fant and Lin, 1991; Nı
Chasaide and Gobl, 1997). EE is the excitation strength, measured as the amplitude of the
diﬀerentiated glottal ﬂow at the main discontinuity of the pulse. The RA value is a measure
that corresponds to the amount of residual airﬂow
after the main excitation, prior to maximum glottal
closure. RG is a measure of the Ôglottal frequencyÕ,
as determined by the opening branch of the
glottal pulse, normalised to the fundamental
frequency. RK is a measure of glottal pulse
skew, deﬁned by the relative durations of the
opening and closing branches of the glottal
pulse.
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3.4. Synthesis of the modal voice stimulus
The KLSYN88a synthesiser (Sensimetrics Corporation, Boston, MA, see also Klatt and Klatt,
1990) was chosen for the generation of the voice
quality stimuli. This is a well established formant
synthesiser which allows for direct control of both
source and ﬁlter parameters, and it has been
shown to have the capability of producing high
quality copy synthesis (Klatt and Klatt, 1990). As
mentioned earlier, it also incorporates the LF
voice source model (as an option), albeit in a
somewhat modiﬁed implementation.
To generate the modal stimulus, copy synthesis
of the natural utterance was carried out using the
data from the analysis. In the synthesiser, the
modiﬁed LF model was selected for the voice
source generation. In order to carry out the synthesis, the LF parameters of the analyses were
transformed into the corresponding source parameters of KLSYN88a. It should be noted that
care has to be taken when transforming parameters derived from the LF model (in this case EE,
RA, RG and RK) into the corresponding parameters for the modiﬁed LF model of KLSYN88a:
AV (amplitude of voicing, derived from EE), TL
(spectral tilt, derived from RA and f0 ), OQ (open
quotient, derived from RG and RK), SQ (speed
quotient, derived from RK). See Mahshie and
Gobl (1999) for details on the diﬀerences between
the LF model and the version of the model in
KLSYN88a.
As there was no practical way of entering the
data for all 106 pulses into the synthesiser, the
input data were reduced by selecting values at
speciﬁc timepoints for each parameter (the number of values ranging between 7 and 15, depending
on the parameter). The timepoints were chosen so
that the linear interpolation generated by the
synthesiser between selected points would capture
the natural dynamics as closely as possible. The
stylisation is somewhat similar to that carried out
by Carlson et al. (1991), who used the GLOVE
synthesiser for the copy synthesis of a female
utterance. However, they did not extract the data
from a pulse-by-pulse analysis, but rather used
data from a small number of analysed pulses,
selected on the basis of the segmental structure.
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Initial attempts to synthesise at a sampling rate
of 16 kHz were unsuccessful, due to unpredictable
behaviour of the synthesiser. Thus, the synthesiserÕs default sampling rate of 10 kHz was opted
for, which seemed to ensure a reliable output. The
default setting of 5 ms for the update interval of
parameter values was also used. In the natural
utterance, there were 6 formants present in the
output spectrum below 5 kHz, and thus 6 formant
resonators were used in the synthesis.
14 synthesis parameters were varied dynamically. The vocal tract parameters varied included
the ﬁrst ﬁve formant frequencies (F1, F2, F3, F4,
F5) and the ﬁrst and second formant bandwidths
(B1, B2). Seven source parameters were varied:
fundamental frequency, AV, TL, OQ, SQ, AH
(aspiration noise) and DI (ÔdiplophoniaÕ––used for
the generation of creakiness).
The AH parameter controls the level of the
aspiration noise source. This aperiodic source
is produced by a pseudo-random number generator, with an even amplitude distribution within
the range of 16 bit amplitude representation.
The amplitude spectrum (when combined with the
ﬁlter modelling the radiation characteristics at the
lips) is essentially ﬂat above 1 kHz. Below 1 kHz
the amplitudes gradually drop oﬀ so that the
level is approximately 12 dB lower at 100 Hz relative to the level above 1 kHz. When AV is nonzero (i.e. when there is voicing and aspiration
simultaneously) the amplitude of the aspiration
noise is modulated: for the second half of the period from one glottal opening to the next, the
amplitudes of all noise samples are reduced by
50%. This modulation is always the same regardless of the particular glottal pulse shape, but the
result is generally that stronger aspiration is
produced in the open portion of the glottal
cycle relative to the closed portion (Klatt, 1980;
Klatt, unpublished chapter; Klatt and Klatt,
1990).
The DI parameter alters every second pulse by
shifting the pulse towards the preceding pulse and
at the same time reducing the amplitude. The shift
as well as the amount of amplitude reduction is
determined by the DI value. Thus, the fundamental period with respect to the preceding pulse
is reduced, which results in an equivalent increase
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in the fundamental period with respect to the following pulse (Klatt and Klatt, 1990).
The resulting synthesis of the natural utterance
is a very close replica of the original, but it is of
course not indistinguishable from it, given the data
reduction procedure that was carried out. More
importantly, however, the voice quality of the
original was retained, and thus this synthesised
utterance was used as our modal voice stimulus.
3.5. Synthesis of non-modal stimuli
On the basis of the modal voice stimulus, six
further stimuli were generated with non-modal
voice qualities by manipulating eight parameters:
the seven source parameters mentioned above and
the ﬁrst formant bandwidth, B1.
The transforms from modal to a non-modal
quality were typically not constant for any given
parameter, but allowed for dynamic variation
partly prompted by earlier analytic studies, e.g.,
allowing for diﬀerences that relate to stress variation and voice onset/oﬀset eﬀects (Gobl, 1988; Nı
Chasaide and Gobl, 1993). Parameter values for
the diﬀerent voice qualities were guided by prior
analytic studies (e.g., Gobl, 1989; Gobl and Nı
Chasaide, 1992; Nı Chasaide and Gobl, 1995).
However, as the auditory quality was the main
goal here, settings were ultimately determined by
auditory judgement of the eﬀect. This was particularly the case for the settings of parameters AH
and DI, for which quantitative data were not
available. Fundamental frequency was varied only
to the extent deemed required as part of the intrinsic, voice quality determined characteristics.
The main changes carried out to the control parameters for the diﬀerent stimuli are summarised
below, whereas full details on the parameter dynamics can be found in Fig. 1.
Compared to modal voice, tense voice involved
lower OQ, higher SQ, lower TL, narrower B1 and
slightly higher f0 values (5 Hz). Breathy voice,
again relative to modal, involved lower AV, higher
OQ, lower SQ, higher TL, and wider B1 settings.
The level of AH was set on the basis of auditory
judgement. Creaky voice was based on modal
voice, with a basic f0 lowering of 30 Hz, but for
the ﬁrst f0 peak this lowering was gradually re-

duced to 20 Hz. The baseline value for the DI
parameter was set to 25%, changing gradually to
5% to coincide with the f0 peaks of the stressed
vowels.
The lax–creaky voice quality involved modiﬁcations to the source settings for the breathy voice
stimuli. As mentioned above, this quality departs
from the deﬁnitions presented in (Laver, 1980).
However, to maintain some link with the physiological adjustments he proposes for creaky voice,
the source settings for lax–creaky voice were
modiﬁed from the breathy voice ones, by changing the OQ values to those of creaky voice. Further changes involved lowering f0 by 30 Hz and
reducing AH by 20 dB. The baseline value for the
DI parameter was set to 25%, changing gradually
to 15% to coincide with the f0 peaks of the
stressed vowels. The resulting stimulus was judged
auditorily by the authors as a realistic reproduction of the type of lax–creaky voice discussed
above.
To synthesise harsh voice, the same basic source
settings as tense voice were adopted. Aperiodicity
was added by using the DI parameter, although it
is not clear whether this form of aperiodicity is
optimal for synthesising harsh voice. However,
using a baseline value of 10% gradually changing
to 20% to coincide with the f0 peaks of the stressed
vowels, seemed to result in a reasonably convincing harsh voice quality.
Whispery voice turned out to be the most
problematic quality to synthesise. The ﬁrst attempt was based on breathy voice settings, modiﬁed so that AV was relatively lowered, AH
increased, OQ slightly lowered and SQ slightly
increased. Although these transformations are in
keeping with analytic data, they resulted in a very
unconvincing voice quality, where the aspiration
noise was unnaturally high-pitched with a ‘‘whistling’’ quality. Widening higher formant bandwidths only marginally improved the quality. In
order to achieve an acceptable whispery voice
quality, it was necessary to reduce the number
of formants from six to ﬁve. By thus reducing
the amplitude of the aspiration noise in the
higher end of the spectrum, the whistling quality
was avoided. The DI parameter was set to 5%
throughout.
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Fig. 1. Parameter variation for the synthetic stimuli. Note that for the modal, tense, harsh and creaky stimuli, there was no aspiration
noise (AH).

3.6. Perception test
The perception experiment consisted of 8 short
sub-tests. For each sub-test, 10 randomisations
were presented of the seven stimuli (modal, tense,
breathy, whispery, creaky, harsh and lax–creaky
voice). The interval between each set of stimuli was
7 s, and the onset of each group was signalled by a
speciﬁc earcon. Within each set of stimuli, the in-

terstimulus interval was 4 s and a short tone was
presented 1 s before each stimulus, to ensure the
listener was in a state of readiness. For each individual sub-test, responses were elicited only for
one particular pair of opposite aﬀective attributes
(such as bored/interested) in a way that was loosely
modelled on Uldall (1964). Response sheets were
arranged with the opposite terms placed on either
side, with seven boxes in between, the central one
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of which was shaded in for visual prominence.
Listeners were instructed that they would hear
a speaker repeat the same utterance in diﬀerent
ways and were asked to judge for each repetition
whether the speaker sounded more bored or interested, etc. In the case where an utterance was
not considered to be marked for either of the pair
of attributes, they were instructed to choose the
centre box. Ticking a box to the left or right
of the central box should indicate the presence
and strength to which a particular attribute
was deemed present, with the most extreme ratings being furthest from the centre box. The full
set of attribute pairs tested included relaxed/
stressed, content/angry, friendly/hostile, sad/happy,
bored/interested, intimate/formal, timid/conﬁdent
and afraid/unafraid.
The test was administered to 12 subjects, 6 male
and 6 female. All were speakers of Southern Irish
English, living in Dublin and their ages ranged
from early 20s to late 40s. Most of the subjects
were university staﬀ or students, and the remainder were professional people. Whereas a few subjects had a knowledge of phonetics, none had
previously been involved in a perception experiment involving voice quality. The test was presented in a soundproofed studio, over high-quality
studio loudspeakers which were set at a level
deemed to be comfortable listening level. A short
break was given between each sub-test.

4. Results
A 2-way ANOVA was carried out on the listenerÕs scores for each of the 8 sub-tests, where
voice quality and subject were the factors. Results
show that the voice quality and subject variable
were statistically highly signiﬁcant and that there
was a voice quality/subject interaction. For the
majority of attribute pairs tested, the diﬀerences
between the individual voice qualities were statistically signiﬁcant, and the signiﬁcance levels for
each pairwise comparison for each sub-test are
shown in Table 1. The multiple comparison technique used was TukeyÕs Honestly Signiﬁcant Difference; this was implemented in MINITAB
(Minitab, 2001). The overall mean ratings ob-

tained for the diﬀerent aﬀective attributes with
each of the stimulus types is shown in Fig. 2, along
with median values. To provide an indication of
the cross-subject variability, the interquartile range
of subjects means and extreme values are also
plotted. To make for easier broad comparisons
across voice qualities and across aﬀective attributes, the mean scores only are shown in Fig. 3. In
both Figs. 2 and 3 the distance from 0 (no aﬀective
content) indicates the strength with which any attribute was perceived. The use of positive and
negative values in the y-axis of the ﬁgure is not in
itself important: results have simply been arranged
in these ﬁgures so that the positive (or negative)
sign groups together somewhat related attributes.
Although there is no necessary connection between
individual aﬀective attributes, rating values across
attributes are joined by lines in Fig. 3 for each of
the voice qualities, to make it easier to relate individual voice qualities to their aﬀective correlates.
A subset of this information is shown in a slightly
diﬀerent format in Fig. 4, where the maximum
strength (the highest mean score) with which each
of the attributes was detected across all voice
qualities is shown as deviations from 0 ( ¼ no
perceived aﬀect) to 3 (i.e. 3 ¼ maximally perceived). The estimated standard error of the mean
is also shown.
Clearly, not all aﬀective attributes are equally
well signalled by these stimuli. From Fig. 4 we see
that the most readily perceived ones are relaxed
and stressed, and high ratings are found for angry,
bored, intimate, content, formal and conﬁdent. The
least readily perceived are unafraid, afraid, friendly,
happy and sad. By and large, those aﬀective attributes which got high scores in this test are more
aptly described as states, moods or attitudes (the
exception being angry), whereas those least well
detected tend to be emotions.
As can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3, the individual
stimuli are not associated with a single aﬀective
attribute: rather they are associated with a constellation of attributes. Thus, tense/harsh voice
gets high ratings not only for stressed, but also for
angry, formal, conﬁdent and hostile. The broad
picture to emerge is of two groups of voice qualities, which signal polar opposite clusters of attributes (see Fig. 3). The stimuli for tense/harsh voice
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Table 1
Signiﬁcance level of the diﬀerence in ratings for each pair of stimuli, shown for each of the eight sub-tests

Modal
Relaxed–stressed
Content–angry
Friendly–hostile
Sad–happy
Bored–interested
Intimate–formal
Timid–conﬁdent
Afraid–unafraid
Tense
Relaxed–stressed
Content–angry
Friendly–hostile
Sad–happy
Bored–interested
Intimate–formal
Timid–conﬁdent
Afraid–unafraid
Breathy
Relaxed–stressed
Content–angry
Friendly–hostile
Sad–happy
Bored–interested
Intimate–formal
Timid–conﬁdent
Afraid–unafraid
Whispery
Relaxed–stressed
Content–angry
Friendly–hostile
Sad–happy
Bored–interested
Intimate–formal
Timid–conﬁdent
Afraid–unafraid
Harsh
Relaxed–stressed
Content–angry
Friendly–hostile
Sad–happy
Bored–interested
Intimate–formal
Timid–conﬁdent
Afraid–unafraid
Creaky
Relaxed–stressed
Content–angry
Friendly–hostile
Sad–happy

Tense

Breathy

Whispery

Harsh

Creaky

Lax–creaky
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Table 1 (continued)
Tense

Breathy

p < 0:05,



p < 0:01 and

Harsh

Creaky

Lax–creaky


Bored–interested
Intimate–formal
Timid–conﬁdent
Afraid–unafraid


Whispery




0.12


p < 0:001.

are associated with the cluster of features just
mentioned, which we might broadly characterise
as involving high activation/arousal and/or high
control. On the other hand, the stimuli for breathy
voice, whispery voice, creaky voice and lax–creaky
voice are by and large associated with opposite,
low activation characteristics, shown with negative
values in Fig. 3.
The modal stimulus, used as the starting point
for the other qualities does not turn out to be fully
neutral: as can be observed in Figs. 2 and 3, responses veer somewhat in the direction of tense
voice for a number of attributes, namely conﬁdent,
formal and stressed, although not to any great
degree.
Distinct responses were not obtained for all
synthesised qualities. Results for the tense and
harsh stimuli are very similar, with the tense eliciting in all cases slightly more extreme ratings. The
diﬀerence is very small, and not signiﬁcant for any
of the attribute rating sub-tests (see Table 1).
Furthermore, what diﬀerence there is runs counter
to initial expectations, which were that the addition of aperiodicity to tense voice should heighten
the eﬀects of tense voice rather than attenuate
them. Caution is needed however in interpreting
this result for harsh voice, as it may be more a
reﬂection on the synthetic stimulus than a reliable
indication of how listeners judge harsh voice per se
(see further discussion on this below).
The breathy and whispery stimuli also yield
very similar response patterns, and the diﬀerence
between them is only signiﬁcant for the attributes
afraid and timid (Table 1), where whispery voice
achieves stronger ratings (Fig. 3). In the case of
whispery voice, results also need to be interpreted
with some caution for reasons mentioned earlier,
concerning the diﬃculty of synthesising this qual-

ity. Furthermore, it may be that whispery voice
needs to be more distinctly diﬀerent from breathy
voice than was achieved in the present stimulus.
Ratings for the creaky voice stimulus tend to
be on the whole close to those of the breathy
and whispery stimuli, although the diﬀerences
are generally signiﬁcant (see Table 1). The most
striking divergence is found for the attributes
afraid and timid (Fig. 3). Responses to lax–creaky
voice follow the same trends as creaky voice, but
are more extreme: as can be observed in Fig. 3, the
trend of responses is very similar but is shifted
towards the non-aroused, low activation end of the
scale. The diﬀerences between responses for the
creaky and lax–creaky stimuli are highly signiﬁcant (Table 1) for all attributes except afraid–
unafraid, where neither yields a strong response.
Broadly speaking, it would appear that the addition of more lax settings to the creaky voice
stimulus results in a considerable enhancement of
its intrinsic colouring.
It is rather striking in this experiment that the
highest ratings for most of the aﬀective attributes tested were obtained by just two of the
range of stimuli presented. The tense stimulus accounted for the highest ratings for attributes with
high arousal/activation and high power/control,
whereas the lax–creaky stimulus obtained generally highest ratings for attributes with low arousal/
activation. A third stimulus, whispery voice, produced the highest ratings for the attributes timid
and afraid, but note that responses for afraid in
particular are not very high, and show considerable cross-subject variability. It furthermore appears to be the case that as one moves from the
high activation to the low-activation group of
stimuli, there is an increase in cross-subject variability (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. SubjectsÕ mean responses for each voice quality stimulus, in each of the eight sub-tests, showing interquartile range (box); mean
(ﬁlled circle); median (horizontal line in box) and extreme values (whiskers).
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Fig. 3. Mean ratings for 12 listeners of the perceived strength of
pairs of attributes for seven voice qualities. 0 ¼ no aﬀective
content and 3 ¼ maximally perceived.

Fig. 4. Maximum mean ratings for 12 listeners of the perceived
strength of each aﬀective attribute, shown by the bars as deviations from 0 (no aﬀective content) to 3 (maximally perceived).
The lines through the bars indicate  the estimated standard
error of the mean.

5. Discussion
The results demonstrate that voice quality
changes alone can evoke diﬀerences in speaker
aﬀect. They also show that unlike the one-to-one
mapping often implied by traditional impressionistic observations, a speciﬁc voice quality is multicoloured in terms of aﬀect, being associated with
a cluster of mostly, though not necessarily, related
attributes. It has been suggested (see, for example,
Laukkanen et al., 1996, 1997) that voice quality

may serve more to communicate the valence of an
emotion rather than its activation, which would
depend rather on pitch, loudness and duration. In
the case of the qualities represented by the present
stimuli, the diﬀerentiation appears not to be in
terms of valence but rather activation, and to a
lesser extent, power. The attributes associated with
the tense/harsh stimuli have high activation and/
or high power, but include aﬀects with positive
(conﬁdent, interested, happy) and negative (angry,
stressed) valence. The other, non-modal group of
stimuli––the breathy, whispery, creaky and especially the lax–creaky voiced stimuli––are associated with attributes which have low activation but
both positive (relaxed, content, intimate, friendly)
and negative (sad, bored) valence.
As a preface to the following discussion we
would stress certain limitations of this study.
Firstly, the reader should bear in mind that results
tell us about voice quality in the human communication of aﬀect only insofar as the synthesised
stimuli are good approximations of the intended
voice qualities. Secondly, voice qualities vary in a
continuous, not a categorical fashion: there can be
diﬀering degrees of say breathy voice or tense
voice: by choosing single points in these continua,
we are only exploring to a limited extent what the
role of a particular quality such as tense voice may
be in aﬀect signalling. A question for future research will be to look at how more gradient
changes in source parameters relate to the associated aﬀect. For example, if parameters associated
with tense voice are varied in a more continuous
fashion, will this yield correspondingly diﬀerent
degrees of anger? Alternatively, it is not inconceivable that one might ﬁnd diﬀerent aﬀective
correlates, such as happy and angry for diﬀerent
parts of the continuum. Finally, we would point
out that the qualities investigated here are only a
partial sampling of the voice quality types that
speakers may use in aﬀect signalling. In all these
senses, this study must be viewed as an exploratory
exercise.
We look now at whether the associations of
voice quality and aﬀective states traditionally assumed, or mentioned in the literature, are supported by the results for the range of synthesised
stimuli in this study. Breathy voice has tradition-
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ally been thought to have connotations of intimacy
(Laver, 1980). The present results suggest that although the breathy stimulus did have some such
colouring, the percept was much more eﬀectively
signalled by the lax–creaky stimulus.
In his review of earlier studies, Scherer (1986)
has suggested that lax voice (i.e., breathy voice at
the phonatory level) would be associated with
sadness. The results of Laukkanen et al. (1996)
also point to such an association. Whereas the
breathy stimuli did achieve a somewhat sad response in this study, the eﬀect was not very strong,
and ratings for this attribute were also considerably higher for the lax–creaky stimulus. Note
however in Fig. 2, that there is more cross-subject
variability in ratings for the latter quality. The
large diﬀerence in total range of responses for the
lax–creaky case reﬂects the fact that one of
the twelve subjects responded very diﬀerently from
the others, and perceived this stimulus as moderately happy.
Very diﬀerent suggestions linking breathy voice
with anger and happiness are presented in the literature summary by Murray and Arnott (1993,
Table 1). These associations are not supported by
present results: in both cases, listeners rated the
breathy stimulus as being associated rather with
the opposite attributes.
To sum up on results for the breathy voiced
stimulus in this experiment: there is some support
for past suggestions linking breathy voice with
intimacy and sadness, none for a link with anger or
happiness. Even in the case of intimacy and sadness, the response rates obtained here were not
particularly high, and not at all as high as for the
lax–creaky stimulus. Furthermore, for both these
stimuli, response rates for sad or intimate were at
about the same levels as for other attributes, such
as content and relaxed.
In his review of the literature, Scherer (1986)
associates tense voice with anger, and also with joy
and with fear. Laukkanen et al. (1996) also found
an association between anger and source parameter values that would indicate tense voice, and a
similar association would also be indicated by
Burkhardt and Sendlmeier (2000). The association
of tense voice with anger is strongly supported in
the present results. As can be seen in Fig. 2, re-
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sponses are high and show little variability across
subjects.
The association of tense voice with joy ﬁnds
some support in that there is a moderate colouring
towards happy in responses for the tense stimulus,
which is nonetheless signiﬁcant, as a comparison of
tense versus modal stimuli in Table 1 and Fig. 2
indicates. A comparison of the happy and angry
responses for the tense stimulus in Fig. 2 shows not
only that mean ratings for the former are lower, but
also that they vary more across subjects. Nevertheless, the tense stimulus was the only one of the
present set that yields a happy connotation (except
for harsh voice, which is not here diﬀerentiated
from tense).
The association of tense voice with fear as
suggested by Scherer (1986) is not supported here,
as mean responses for the tense stimulus are close
to zero for this attribute. Furthermore, there was
very high cross-listener variability in fear ratings
for the tense stimulus: compare, for example with
responses for the modal stimulus in Fig. 2, where
the mean is also close to zero but there is more
agreement across subjects. The whispery voice
stimulus provides the strongest responses for
fear, but note that fear is nevertheless one of the
least well signalled attributes in this experiment.
Furthermore, as can be observed in Fig. 2, not all
listeners necessarily associate whispery voice with
fear. Burkhardt and Sendlmeier (2000) report
that falsetto voice (not included in this study) is
a successful voice quality for portraying fear.
One might conjecture that some type of whispery falsetto voice with appropriate aperiodicity
would be an eﬀective quality for portrayals of
fear.
Laver (1980) has suggested that harsh voice (a
variety of tense voice) is associated with anger. As
mentioned earlier, the fact that listeners did not
diﬀerentiate between the harsh and tense stimuli in
this test probably reﬂects the similarity between
them, the only diﬀerence being the addition of aperiodicity (as controlled by the DI parameter in
KLSYN88a) in the former. In order to produce a
well-diﬀerentiated harsh voice, it may be the case
that a greater degree of aperiodicity would be
required and/or a diﬀerent type of aperiodicity.
Furthermore, harsh voice may also require more
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extreme settings of those parameters that reﬂect
glottal tension. Although in this test, more extreme
tension settings were not adopted, this is something we would hope to include in further tests.
In Murray and ArnottÕs summary, sadness is
associated with a resonant voice quality (Murray
and Arnott, 1993, Table 1). We would interpret the
term resonant to be a quality somewhere on the
modal–tense continuum. As can be seen in Fig. 2,
neither the tense nor the modal stimuli elicited a
sad response: as mentioned above, the shift from
modal to tense enhanced the happy rather than the
sad overtones.
To sum up on tense voice: the present study
provides strong support for the association of
anger with tense voice. The linkage between tense
voice and anger is hardly surprising, being intuitively to be expected, and probably the most
widely suggested association of voice quality–
aﬀect one ﬁnds in the literature. There is also some
support for some degree of association of tense
voice with joy, as suggested by Scherer (1986).
Other previously suggested associations of tense
voice with fear or with sadness are not supported
here. Note, however, that in the present study, a
number of further strong associations with tense
voice are suggested. The fact that these have not
been previously reported may simply relate to the
fact that the overwhelming focus of past studies in
this ﬁeld has been on the ÔstrongÕ emotions––anger,
joy, fear, sadness. The tense stimulus in this experiment yielded very high ratings for stressed,
formal, conﬁdant, hostile and interested. And
whereas the attributes stressed and hostile are
clearly very related to angry, others such as conﬁdent, formal and interested appear to be rather
diﬀerent in terms of valence, power and even degree of activation.
It tends to be taken as axiomatic that creaky
voice signals boredom for speakers of English (see
Laver, 1980). In the present experiment, high response rates were achieved by the lax–creaky
stimulus, which combines features of creaky and
breathy voice. It is worth noting (Figs. 2 and 3)
that this stimulus is considerably more potent in
signalling boredom than the creaky voice stimulus
which was modelled on LaverÕs (1980) speciﬁcation of creaky voice, and on our own earlier ana-

lyses of creaky voice (e.g., Gobl, 1989; Gobl and
Nı Chasaide, 1992). And as pointed out for other
qualities, there is not a one-to-one mapping to
aﬀective attributes: lax–creaky voice also gets high
ratings for relaxed, intimate and content, and
moderately high ratings (the highest in this test)
for sad and friendly. In the responses for intimate,
and particularly for sad and friendly, there would
appear to be greater cross-subject variability (Fig.
2). Note however, that the very extended total
range of values here results from atypical responses of a single subject in each case.
In contrast to the rather high ratings for boredom obtained with the lax–creaky stimulus here,
Burkhardt and Sendlmeier (2000) report that this
association is not clearly indicated, and may even
be counter-indicated. Two factors might be responsible for these diﬀerences in results. Firstly,
the stimuli presented to subjects may have been
very diﬀerent, but as there is little detail in that
study on source parameter settings for the generation of the diﬀerent voice qualities, a direct
comparison is not possible here. As our results
indicate that not all types of creaky voice are
necessarily highly rated for boredom, a diﬀerence
in the stimuli could be highly relevant. A further
factor may be cross-language diﬀerences. Creaky
voice is often mentioned as related to the expression of boredom for speakers of English, and this
is not necessarily assumed to be universal. Burkhardt and SendlmeierÕs subjects were German, and
diﬀerences in results could be inﬂuenced by this
diﬀerence in subjects.
When assessing the strength of ratings achieved
for individual attributes by the present stimuli, it
must be borne in mind that, however important,
voice quality is only one of a number of vocal
features that speakers may exploit to communicate
aﬀect. When we ﬁnd a strong and consistent association of aﬀect with a particular stimulus (e.g.,
the tense stimulus and angry) in this experiment,
we can be fairly conﬁdent that this type of quality
can alone evoke the aﬀect, even though in real
discourse features other than voice quality may
further enhance its perception. In cases where we
ﬁnd a moderate association between a stimulus
and a particular aﬀect (e.g., the tense stimulus and
happy) it is less obvious what this might be telling
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us. It could mean that the quality approximated by
the tense stimulus is not quite appropriate for the
communication of happiness. Or it might indicate
that although appropriate, the voice quality is not
a dominant cue to this aﬀect, and that some other
critical features (such as tempo or speciﬁc f0
variations) are lacking without which happiness is
not eﬀectively conveyed.
It is striking that for the range of voice qualities
that were synthesised for this experiment, milder
states were better signalled than the strong emotions (the exception being anger). It may well be
the case, that to communicate strong emotions
one would need, at the very least, to incorporate
those large f0 dynamic changes described in the
literature on the vocal expression of emotion, e.g.,
by Scherer (1986) or Mozziconacci (1995, 1998).
In the present stimuli, only relatively small f0
diﬀerences were included such as were deemed
intrinsic correlates of individual voice qualities. A
possible hypothesis at this stage is that voice
quality and pitch variables may have at least
partially diﬀerent functions in aﬀect signalling,
with voice quality playing a critical role in the
general communication of milder aﬀective distinctions (general speaker states, moods and attitudes), especially those that have no necessary
physiological component, and pitch variables,
such as major diﬀerences in f0 level and range
being more critical in the signalling of strong
emotions where physiologically determined glottal
changes are more likely. This type of hypothesis
would we feel be compatible with arguments and
ﬁndings of other researchers, e.g., Scherer (1986)
who has suggested that whereas large f0 shifts
signal gross changes in activation/arousal levels,
voice quality variables may be required to diﬀerentiate between subtle diﬀerences in aﬀect. Support for this viewpoint can be construed from the
results of the experiments of Scherer et al. (1984),
which are unusual in that the typically studied
strong emotions are excluded. Voice quality
emerged in that study as the overwhelmingly important variable that correlated with listenerÕs
judgements of aﬀect. The possibility of voice
quality and f0 serving diﬀerent and potentially
independent functions in aﬀect signalling have also
been raised by Laukkanen et al. (1997), Murray
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and Arnott (1993), Scherer et al. (1984) and Ladd
et al. (1985).
An alternative hypothesis that should also be
borne in mind is that voice quality diﬀerences, but
of a much more extreme nature than those simulated in the present study would be required for the
signalling of strong emotions. This would imply
that both voice quality and f0 variables function in
a similar and essentially gradient fashion in the
signalling of strong emotions. This would not
necessarily entail that the communication of mild
aﬀective states might not rely more heavily on
voice quality diﬀerentiation.
The way in which voice quality variables combine with pitch variables is the focus of some of
our current ongoing research. To test the ﬁrst
hypothesis mentioned above, we are looking at
whether large pitch excursions, as described by
Mozziconacci (1995), with and without voice
quality manipulations would achieve a better signalling of the strong emotions. Some preliminary
results are included by Nı Chasaide and Gobl
(2002). We also plan to test the extent to which the
relatively smaller f0 diﬀerences included in the
present stimuli (deemed intrinsic to these voice
qualities) may have contributed to the perception
of these aﬀects.
Of course, f0 itself is a source parameter and an
intrinsic part of voice quality. The fact that these
have to date been studied as separate entities is at
least partially a reﬂection on the methodological
constraints that pertain to voice source analysis.
The broader linguistic phonetic literature, dealing
with languages which have register (voice quality)
and tonal contrasts highlights two things. Firstly,
f0 and voice quality can operate in a largely independent way, and secondly, there are broad tendencies for them to covary, so that for a number of
register contrasts there are salient pitch correlates,
whereas for a number of tonal contrasts there may
be striking voice quality correlates (see discussion
of this point in Nı Chasaide and Gobl, 1997). Even
within modal voice in the mid-pitch range, there
are some interactions between f0 and other source
parameters. To the extent that these have been
studied, results appear to be sometimes contradictory and suggest that they may depend on rather
complex factors (see, for instance, Fant, 1997;
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Koreman, 1995; Pierrehumbert, 1989; Strik and
Boves, 1992; Swerts and Veldhuis, 2001). For the
very large diﬀerences in pitch level and range, described in the literature on the vocal expression of
(strong) emotions, it seems very unlikely that these
would occur without major adjustments to voice
quality. If this is the case, the absence of the voice
quality domain in analyses is a serious deﬁcit, and
likely to lead to unsatisfactory results in synthesis.
This could provide one explanation as to why
perception tests of large f0 excursions to cue emotions can sometimes yield disappointing results
(see, for example, Mozziconacci, 1995, 1998).

6. Conclusions
In this study we have focussed on voice quality,
which is of course one of a variety of features used
in the communication of aﬀect. Results illustrate
that diﬀerences in voice quality alone can evoke
quite diﬀerent colourings in an otherwise neutral
utterance. They further suggest that there is no
one-to-one mapping between voice quality and
aﬀect: individual qualities appear rather to be associated with a constellation of aﬀective states,
sometimes related, sometimes less obviously related.
Some previously reported associations between
voice quality and aﬀect (e.g., anger and tense
voice) are supported by the present results,
whereas others are clearly not (e.g., tense voice and
fear). In certain cases (e.g., the association of
creaky voice with boredom, or breathy voice with
sadness or intimacy) reﬁnements would be suggested. For these aﬀects, the lax–creaky stimulus
(which combined features of breathy and creaky
voice) yielded considerably higher responses.
Furthermore, the Ôbroad paletteÕ approach adopted here, whereby listeners rated a rather wide
variety of aﬀective states, rather than the smaller
selection of strong emotions more typically included, allowed other strong associations to
emerge, such as the formal, conﬁdent and interested
colouring of tense voice. Results also permit us to
see at a glance which of the synthetic utterances
presented here were rated as the most friendly,
stressed, relaxed, etc.

The voice qualities presented in this experiment
were considerably more eﬀective in signalling the
relatively milder aﬀective states and generally ineﬀective in signalling strong emotions (excepting
anger). This raises the question as to whether the
role of pitch dynamics and voice quality may be
somewhat diﬀerent in the communication of aﬀect:
voice quality may be critical in the diﬀerentiation
of subtle variations in aﬀective states, whereas
large pitch excursions, such as described in the
emotion literature may be critical to the signalling
of strong emotions.
The ﬁndings are based on synthetic stimuli and
tell us about how voice quality in human speech
communication only insofar as the targeted voice
qualities were successfully synthesised. Speciﬁc
diﬃculties were encountered in the synthesis of
whispery voice and the similarity in responses
to the whispery and breathy stimuli suggests
that further work would be required at the level
of generating a better simulation of the former
quality in particular. Similarly, in the case of harsh
voice, results also indicate that this stimulus may
not have been optimal. For both the whispery and
harsh stimuli, caution is required in interpreting
results. This highlights the need for further work
on both the production and perception correlates
of these two qualities in particular, but also more
generally, on all qualities. One other aspect that we
would hope to explore concerns how more gradual
changes in source parameters along a given voice
quality continuum relate to changes in the perception of associated aﬀect(s).
While results demonstrate that voice quality
diﬀerences alone can impart very diﬀerent aﬀective
overtones to a message, this does not imply that
speakers use this feature in isolation. As discussed
in Section 1, there are other source features (pitch
dynamics), vocal tract features (segmental diﬀerences) and temporal features which speakers can
and do exploit for such paralinguistic communication. As a step towards understanding how these
may combine, we are currently extending the present study to look at how voice quality combines
with f0 variables in signalling emotions. It is hoped
that these eﬀorts will contribute to the bigger picture, which concerns not only how voice quality
combines with the other known vocal correlates of
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aﬀective speech, but also how the precise meaning
of an utterance results from an interaction of these
vocal cues with its verbal content.
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